
Simplified mobile payment acceptance — and more.

AprivaPay™ Plus



AprivaPay™ Plus

SIMPLE SETTINGS AND REPORTS

Businesses can use AprivaPay Plus to set multiple sales tax and tipping settings, 

view or search sales history, and even refund transactions directly in the app.

QUICK, FLEXIBLE RECORD-KEEPING 

This app makes record-keeping easier by running cash, check, and card 

transactions in one place, sending receipts to customers via email or text 

message, and delivering a copy to the merchant. 

FASTER SALES

AprivaPay Plus helps companies start selling faster by creating an inventory 

complete with pricing, bar codes, and product photos in a snap. It also 

allows them to swipe payment cards, leading to reduced interchange fees 

and greater accuracy than manual entry.

ROOM FOR GROWTH

Each account supports up to 10 sub-users, making this solution ideal for 

businesses with multiple field personnel. Apriva also offers larger, scalable 

user bases for enterprise-level merchants.

ROCK-SOLID SECURITY

AprivaPay Plus supports encrypted card readers and securely stores all 

transaction information on the Apriva Gateway™ via end-to-end encryption, 

eliminating the risk of confidential card information being accessed or 

recovered from a lost or stolen device.

24/7 SUPPORT

Apriva provides customer support 24 hours a day, 7 days a week so merchants 

always have the help they need to operate efficiently and effectively.

AprivaPay Plus turns any Apple, Android or Amazon device into a mobile point of sale. This 

streamlined, EMV-ready application is geared towards small and mid-sized businesses, and can  

be used in any storefront or mobile venue. From a local retailer, to a seasonal business owner, 

to art dealers visiting a local festival, to a tow truck or taxi driver, any merchant can leverage 

AprivaPay Plus as an affordable, secure way to accept payments.

FEATURES AND BENEFITS MERCHANT PORTAL

Apriva’s Merchant Portal allows 

businesses to easily measure and track 

the pulse of purchases accepted with 

AprivaPay Plus. The portal makes it 

simple to manage inventory, run and 

export sales and tax reports, create 

users, and open customer support 

tickets while on the go. 

ABOUT APRIVA

Apriva leads the way in wireless 

payment processing and secure mobile 

communications. Our customers 

benefit from fully-managed, end-to-

end security solutions that incorporate 

hardware, software and network 

infrastructure, and management tools. 

That means businesses of all sizes 

and government agencies use Apriva 

technology to communicate with 

confidence — using the networks and 

devices they favor.

SUPPORTS

 
Anywhere Commerce Rambler 3 and Walker  

card readers
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MOBILE APPLICATION

MERCHANT PORTAL

+ Supports iOS, Android and Amazon mobile devices

+ In-app tipping functionality

+ Multiple In-app Tax Rates

+ Check and cash payment recording capabilities

+ Language localization for Spanish and French

+ Push Notifications and Merchant Engagement

+ Partial Refunds

+ Send receipts via email or text message

+ Auto-send receipts to merchant

+ Duplicated Transaction Prevention

+ Enhanced Analytics Reporting (for branded clients)

+ Sales and Tax Reporting

+ Admin controlled cloud sync of settings across accounts

+ Cloud controlled inventory management and settings

+ Customer support ticketing

+ Receipt customization

+ Language localization for Spanish and French

+ Supports up to 10 active sub-users per account

+ 2-Factor Authentication

+ Integration with QuickBooks

+ Virtual Terminal (coming soon)

+ Device tracking via Portal

+ ADA Compliant

+ Refund Receipts

+ Demo mode

+ Barcode scanner

+ Geo-tagging (maps on receipts)

+ Option to print paper receipts

+ 24/7 Tier 1 and 2 technical support

+ EMV certified (processor dependent)

+ Single sign on to Merchant Portal

AprivaPay™ Plus Key Features
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Apriva Merchant Portal

The Apriva Merchant Portal allows small and mid-size businesses to easily measure 

and track the pulse of purchases. It works in harmony with the AprivaPay™ Plus app to 

automatically keep data current across all devices. With these two solutions working 

hand-in-hand, merchants gain access to a robust command center at their fingertips.

Features & Benefits

On-The-Go Access To Everything

The Apriva Merchant Portal’s responsive and mobile-friendly 

design allows merchants to quickly and easily check the status 

of their business no matter where they are.

Quick Inventory Management

Inventory management is a breeze with this Portal. Use it to 

manage items, prices, display pictures, descriptions, and more. 

Then, watch it sync with the AprivaPay Plus mobile app so 

updates are automatically made everywhere at once. 

Robust Reports And Receipts

The Merchant Portal’s reports allow merchants to view and 

export sales statistics, transaction data, and sales tax data for 

any date range, as well as re-send transaction receipts to  

past customers.

Easy-To-Read Dashboard

The Dashboard offers a high-level account overview, while 

displaying important sales data and other information about 

the business.

Simple User Management

Business leaders can manage employee changes in a moment 

by adding, removing, or editing users from either the Merchant 

Portal or mobile app.

Convenient Support

The Portal’s Support section provides a central place to submit 

support requests, view popular support topics, download 

user guides for the mobile app, or get in touch with Apriva’s 

Customer Contact Center.
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